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Abstract1

Buildings are amongst the world’s largest energy consumers and simultaneous peaks in demand from networks2

of buildings can decrease electricity system stability. Current mitigation measures either entail wasteful3

supply-side over-specification or complex centralised demand-side control. Here, we investigate a new schema4

for decentralised, self-organising building-to-building load coordination that requires very little information5

and no direct intervention. We find that the theoretically optimal size for load-coordination networks can6

be surprisingly small, analogous to other complex systems such as coordination between flocks of birds.7

The schema outperforms existing techniques, giving substantial peak-reductions as well as being remarkably8

robust to changes in other system parameters such as the network topology. This not only demonstrates9

that significant reductions in network peaks are achievable using remarkably simple control systems but10

also reveals theoretical results and new insights which which will be of great interest to the complexity and11

network science communities.12

1. Introduction13

We spend nine-tenths of our lives within buildings, relying on a consistent supply of energy to live and work14

well. Buildings therefore not only account for between 40–60% of global energy demand [1–6], but are also15

responsible for creating sharp peaks in demand in response to extreme heat or cold [7–9]. Recent examples—16

such as Texas’ February 2021 blackout due to extreme cold, which left more than 10 million people without17

power for days [10], followed by a June 2021 blackout due to extreme heat—demonstrate the severe stress18

on energy networks emanating from unprecedented extreme events, which are only expected to increase in19

frequency and severity as the global climate warms [11–19]. Even predictable extremes are unsustainable in20

the long term, as they require fast-response fossil-fuel generators—known as “Peakers” in the U.S.,—which21

are expensive and opposed to the urgent need for carbon mitigation. As an example of its significance, just22

1% of annual hours are responsible for between 10% and 20% of wholesale electricity costs in the U.S. [20],23

reflective of the need for more expensive and carbon-intensive peakers such as coal or gas fired generators.24

Hence, it is of the utmost importance that energy systems are designed to be not only resilient, but25

cost-effective and carbon efficient, now and in the future. Since supply-side solutions can aid resilience, but26

are expensive [21] and result in greater carbon emissions [22, 23], focus has primarily been on demand-side27

strategies, which tackle the problem of peak demand at the building level. These include techno-economic28

strategies for dispatchable loads—those that can respond to changes in a short timescale of typically less29

than 30 minutes [24]—and tariff-driven strategies for non-dispatchable loads [25, 26]. Unfortunately, despite30

considerable recent interest, the maximum peak reduction of such strategies has been shown to be only31

around 5% [27]. The two main challenges in these strategies have been insufficient user-engagement to32

realise savings [27, 28] and the need to predict when loads might occur [24–26, 29–31]. The latter often relies33

on hard-to-obtain data—including appliance inventories, scheduling, the timing and size of actual loads,34

occupancy and localised weather—further complicating the prediction problem.35

Another significant weakness of the vast majority of demand-side approaches is that they only consider36

how peak loads can be reduced at the level of an individual building. This means that it is possible for a37

given peak reduction measure to be simultaneously enacted by several buildings in the network – leading to38

new peaks and thus reducing the overall efficacy of the measure [32]. Given that the problem of peaks occurs39

due to a synchronisation of the same type of load across several buildings in a network, substantial peak40



reductions could be achieved by considering how loads, especially those of a similar type, can be coordinated41

across groups of buildings.42

Even techniques that approach the problem at group level usually centralise the optimisation and control43

schemes [24, 25, 31–36]. This imposes computational complexity complexity and a higher associate cost,44

which increases exponentially with the number of coordinated buildings [32], as identifying optima requires45

considering the entire search space [37]. This significantly limits the potential scale of application given that46

the number of buildings served by a single network end-point are usually at least an order of magnitude47

higher than can be studied effectively [38].48

Hence, an ideal peak reduction system would be one that (i) allows decentralised load coordination49

between buildings such that the coincidence of identical loads is minimised (ii) is computationally simple50

(iii) is easily scalable to a large number of buildings (iv) has the potential to be low-cost and (v) requires51

little to no human intervention.52

Nature shows that complex systems are often governed by interactions between small groups of individuals53

in a much larger system, and provides many powerful examples of how decentralised coordination between54

elements of a complex biological system – with no knowledge of the overall system’s state or properties – can55

result in highly desirable “emergent” behaviour at system level [39, 40]. For example “birds” only interact56

with 6–7 other individuals in models of starling murmurations [41], with each obtaining real-time information57

only on the location and speed of its nearest neighbours [42]. While such bio-inspired approaches have been58

used to solve crowd disaster and pedestrian flows [43], collective learning [44] and flight formation control of59

air vehicles [45] problems, their applicability to the problem of energy demand management has previously60

not been studied, so their efficacy is not known.61

Thus, a simple schema is developed here to study the best network and model parameters that could62

result in optimal behaviour, as well as the extent of peak load reduction that could be achieved through this63

type of decentralised self-organising load coordination between groups of buildings in a network. Dwellings64

are used as the buildings in the model due to their higher demand profile compared to non-dwellings and65

the fact they present a more significant coordination challenge due to the distributed nature of loads. The66

coordination schema is based around loads that are “shiftable” in time [46–48], as opposed to base loads (e.g.,67

refrigerators) and on-demand loads (e.g., kettles). We also distinguish less-constrained shiftable loads, such68

as dishwashers, from more-constrained thermal loads for space heating or cooling requirements. This is an69

important distinction, often missing in the literature, as time-constrained thermal loads are also significantly70

larger than other loads, and their impact on network peaks is therefore more pronounced.71

An agent-based model (ABM) framework was used to run a variety of simulations and determine which key72

parameters significantly influence the magnitude of any observed peak reductions arising from the schema.73

The factors investigated were group size, network topology, coordination time-scale and the size of load74

allowed to be redistributed in each time-step. Each of these factors represents a significant unknown that75

could affect the overall robustness of the system: for example large groups may prove harder to coordinate76

in practice, a single successful network topology could be less flexible than a multitude of topologies and77

longer coordination time-scales might negatively affect user-acceptance depending on the nature of the load.78

2. Results79

The goal in this work is to uncover the key factors influencing load coordination between buildings and if they80

are likely to result in substantial peak reduction. Since the interaction of buildings will occur via the links81

of the network connecting them, a range of network topologies were examined, with a view to investigate82

their impact on any resultant peak load reduction. Alongside this, the key parameters were investigated for83

a simple load coordination schema that requires little data or human intervention, relying on only simple84

rules and minimal interaction.85

2.1. A simple schema for load coordination86

The buildings or dwellings constitute the nodes on a network and are directly connected with others87

(their network neighbours) via information links (the network edges). Several common network topologies88

were investigated (described in §5.1). For the nodes to coordinate their demand, some information must89

be exchanged between groups of directly-connected nodes, termed the neighbourhoods of the nodes. This90

information is used to enable one of the following actions—if a suitable shiftable load has been requested for91

either now or is offset into a “demand pool” for later:92
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(i) consume a shiftable load now, to fill spare capacity – either on-demand or from the demand-pool;93

(ii) delay the load until later, to reduce current demand;94

This forms the minimal set of actions that a node-level agent in the network may take that should also be95

sufficient to flatten load profiles at the system level. While elaborations on these actions are possible—such as96

“consume x% less energy now” or “use appliance x but not y”—these can be considered semantic variations97

on the basic rules. For simplicity the actions are framed in terms of loads, even though energy consumption98

is in reality never a direct action but rather the result of some other action motivated by the needs and99

desires for daily living, such as turning on a heating system to increase comfort, watching television, or100

making tea [49].101

For an agent to take one of the above actions it requires a knowledge of the current neighbourhood load102

compared to the maximum allowable load at any given time. This can then be used along with its own103

current and scheduled—i.e., previously unfulfilled—demand, to act to help reduce inter-building peaks. The104

maximum possible “network neighbourhood peak” is the likely peak load, defined as lmax, that might occur if105

all buildings within a neighbourhood were to demand all available loads simultaneously. In real settings, lmax106

could be estimated by an observation of peak loads for a defined neighbourhood over some arbitrary time-107

scale. Or, more simply, as the sum of the maximum load allowed by the service provider for each building.108

The minimum external information that needs to be transferred to each agent is therefore the load drawn by109

its neighbourhood at any given point in time. Hence we obtain a very simple definition of the information110

needed by each building for load coordination, involving just two aspects alongside its own demands: the111

likely neighbourhood peak lmax and the current load drawn by a given building’s neighbours. Once again,112

this is analogous to the use of minimal information by individuals in animal collective behaviour—such as113

in models of flocking birds, where a given starling adjusts its own position and speed, based on the relative114

position of its nearest neighbours [42].115

Once these simple pieces of information are known, the dwelling agent decides both: (a) whether to either116

delay load consumption to lower current demand or consume scheduled load to fill a gap in demand; and (b)117

how much load to shift if this is required. Both the threshold for the decision to shift loads and the amount118

of load to shift are determined as a proportion α of the permissible peak load (lmax). The control parameter119

α acts as a limit to the amount of demand a single actor can shift in one go and prevents multiple buildings120

inadvertently creating a new peak at the current time-step through coincident rescheduling. Section 5.4121

explains how these features are implemented within the peak coordination algorithm.122

The ideal network load would be a constant load profile, given by averaging the total network load (for123

all dwellings) in the network over the time interval being investigated. This is related to lmax in that the124

most extreme scenario would be where all neighbourhoods peak simultaneously, with each using all available125

loads at the same time. The root mean square error (RMSE) between a given load profile—generated by the126

ABM—and the ideal average network load is used to compare the un-adjusted load distributions to those127

using the peak coordination schema. Low values of the RMSE show that the corresponding load profile is128

close to the flat average network load – with a totally peak-free, flat profile having an RMSE of zero. In the129

presented results, the RMSE values are plotted as a function of the parameter α, to easily compare them130

with the other parameters investigated. Ramp-rates—i.e., the maximum rate of change of demand—are131

presented in half hour intervals, as this is a common network trading period, such as in the UK’s national132

grid [50].133

2.2. Simulation scenarios134

The parametric investigation of our model is separated into two scenario groups (shown in Table 1 in135

§5.3), with Scenario Group 1 having a fixed number of directly linked neighbours (average node degree) but136

variable time windows for demand shifting and Scenario Group 2 having a range of degrees but fixed time137

shifting window.138

2.2.1. Impact of time shifting window139

Detailed analysis of the model outputs shows that for all network topologies, the peak reduction schema140

is most effective (i.e., achieves the most peak load flattening) when the load redistribution limit α ≈ 15% and141

the time shifting window is equal to 6 hours. For example, in the network with partition topology shown in142

Figure 1 the lowest RMSE is recorded for when the time shifting window is 6 hours (RMSE = 0.46). Time143
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shifting windows of 3 and 12 hours lead to higher RMSE values of 0.57 and 0.65 respectively. The RMSE144

values shown in Figure 1 illustrate the dependence of the effectiveness of the peak reduction schema on both145

the time shifting window and load redistribution limit α. Scenarios where α = 1 or α = 0 are where all146

agents in a neighbourhood end up following the same tactic, which results in peak demand shifting from one147

point of time to another or remaining the same with no flattening achieved. This is equivalent to a peak148

reduction strategy that operates solely at the individual building level.

Figure 1. Partition network (d = 4): impact of time shifting window on peak control and reduction. Results obtained
using different network topologies appear almost identical. The minima of the three shifted curves are indicated by arrows at
α = 0.050, α = 0.15 and α = 0.15 for the 3h, 6h and 12h shifting interval, respectively.

149

It is pertinent to observe that, while clear minima in RMSE are identified at a particular load distribution150

limit, the width of a given curve indicates the robustness of the different configurations. That is, the less151

steep the trough of a curve, the more robust the given configuration to produce lower peak demand.152

2.2.2. The impact of network topology and node degree153

Results from Group 2 in Figure 2 show that, surprisingly, network topology does not significantly influence154

the peak reduction behaviour of the implemented peak coordination schema. This is demonstrated by155

simulation outputs under scenarios with very different network topologies showing strikingly similar RMSE156

values for each α, as seen in the relatively narrow coloured envelopes for each set in Figure 2. The partition157

and ring lattice topologies are particularly close, and whilst the RMSEs from random network topologies158

differ slightly from those of the partition and random “small-world” Watts-Strogatz (WS, p = 0) topologies.159

These are not significant and likely due to the variation in node degrees inherent in such random networks.160

The most interesting result here is the impact of average node-degree (see §5.1.1), i.e., number of neigh-161

bours, on peak demand reduction. While all node-degrees share similar RMSE minima, their gradients162

increase more steeply with higher node-degree as α increases. The width of our curves can be compared163

using the well-known full width half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth, which reveal that, for all network164

topologies, RMSE curves for average node degree 2 are approximately twice the width of those with average165

degrees 8 and 10. However, the FWHM widths for networks with average node degrees 8 and 10 do not show166

any significant differences. This indicates that our peak coordination schema is most robust over a broad167
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Figure 2. Impact of network topology on peak control and reduction illustrated for a 6 hour time shifting window selected
due to Group 1 results (§2.2.1). The RMSE (root mean square error) values show the deviation from a flat (average) demand
profile, with zero being totally peak-free. Each network average degrees cluster comprises of shifted demands for the following
four networks: partition, ring lattice (WS(p=0)), random config. model and random (WS(p=1)). FHWM bandwidth for node
degrees 2, 4 and 8 are 0.58, 0.4 and 0.24 correspondingly.FHWM bandwidth for node degrees 8 and 10 are virtually identical
and hence only 8 is shown. Note that RMSE values for networks with node degree greater than 8 increase at approximately
the same rate as the ones for networks with node degree of 8.

range of the load redistribution limit α for networks with node degrees 2–4, but its effectiveness is limited168

to a very narrow range of α values with higher node degrees.169

The overall impact of these results on peak demand reduction is significant. An analysis of all imple-170

mented scenarios shows that the largest reduction of peaks in electricity consumption (average 59%, standard171

deviation 13% and maximum of 73%) can be achieved in the networks of node degree 4 and with α values172

ranging between 5% to 25%. The reduction of peaks regardless of the choice of α, on average, is 31% with173

standard deviation 21%. While this striking difference highlights the utility of choosing an optimal value174

for the load redistribution limit α, it also demonstrates that significant reductions can be robustly obtained175

across a wide range of chosen values for α.176

3. Extension of load coordination schema for thermal loads177

Loads from heating and cooling systems are not only significantly larger than those from a typical large home178

appliance modelled above, they are also time constrained through a combination of weather and lifestyle179

and hence known to have a significant impact on network peaks. The overall success of a peak coordination180

schema, such as that described here, will therefore largely depend on its ability to manage such loads. Hence,181

we now investigate the impact of extending the ABM to include such large time-constrained loads.182

To run the extended ABM model, we choose the scenario group with optimised parameters (time window183

of 6h and network average degree of 4) that, in our previous experiments in §2.2.1 and §2.2.2, guaranteed184

the greatest peak demand flattening results (Table 2). We also expect that the time shifting window for our185

heating loads will, in practice, be considerably smaller due to the lower flexibility in how much they can be186

shifted compared to the loads considered earlier. For example, there would be little use in supplying heat to187

a home six hours after it is usually needed, as is the case with our most optimal result in §2.2.1. On the other188
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hand, we can expect predictably stable demand during summers in cooling dominated climates and winters189

in heating dominated climates, allowing thermal loads to be brought forward in addition to being delayed.190

Hence, we constrain the time shifting windows for our heating loads to either one or two hours either side of191

“scheduled” demand. In other words, the total window for heating operation is increased by two hours (split192

one hour each side of scheduled demand) or four hours (split two hours each side). Hence, the extended193

model is purposely loaded against peak flattening through the use of significantly larger loads that are also194

highly constrained in how much they can be shifted, but counterbalanced by the choice of the most optimal195

scenario group from the previous results. It is noteworthy that while the need to know heating or cooling196

schedules increases the information needed to implement our system, it is a quantity readily obtained from197

a modern domestic controller.198

Our extended model achieves the greatest peak electricity demand flattening when the load redistribution199

limit α ≈ 10% and the time shifting window for heating loads is equal to 4 hours. Figure 3 illustrates the200

typical load profile of a network with three neighbours with uncoordinated and coordinated loads. Our201

findings show that while a two-hour time window of shifting heating operation results in a maximum 44% of202

peak flattening (mean 21%, s.d. 14%), a four-hour time window in a maximum 61% reduction (mean 33%,203

s.d. 23%), consistent with the idea that greater flexibility would result in greater flattening. Note that the204

minimum reduction for both scenarios is zero. Furthermore, the analysis of maximum ramp rates (kW/half205

hour) shows that reductions of 31% and 29% can be achieved for four-hour and two-hour time windows206

correspondingly. These results, though lower than for non-thermal loads, show substantial reductions and207

are consistent with the findings presented earlier.208

(a) 2-hour heating load shifting time window (1h on either
side of scheduled demand).

(b) 4-hour heating load shifting time window (2h on either
side of scheduled demand).

Figure 3. Hourly load profile of a simple network with just three neighbours comparing coordinated demand (best and worst
cases) against constant average and uncoordinated demand for two-hour and four-hour heating load shifting windows.

3.1. Analysis of heating operation schedules209

Since thermal energy demand drives indoor comfort, and our extended ABM will unpredictably interrupt210

the operation of the heating or cooling system, it is necessary to investigate the extent of disruption to the211

heating schedule imposed by our new extended model. We do this by analysing the distribution of run-212

lengths of heating operation outage hours for each dwelling in the network. That is, how long, on average213

and maximum, does a typical home experience an interruption in heating during the morning or evening214

period? The normalised distribution of run-lengths of outages for both the two-hour and four-hour time215
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window scenarios in Figure 4 suggests that the most common heating outage length is 15 minutes for the216

two-hour window, while it is 105 minutes for the four-hour window. This is due to the fact that the system217

is able to advantageously use the larger window of four hours to simply shift longer heating periods, whereas218

it is “forced” to break this schedule up into smaller chunks in the two-hour window. Longer breaks are also219

evident in the two-hour window, but are significantly less likely to occur. Further analysis shows that, on220

average, a single building is expected to have two outage events per day for the four-hour shifting window,221

with an average event length of 66 minutes, standard deviation of 42 minutes and total outage length of 162222

minutes. For the two-hour shifting window, we observe an average of three outages per day with an average223

event length of 38 minutes, standard deviation of 23 minutes and a total outage length of 120 minutes.224

Figure 4. Normalised distribution of run-length of heating operation outage hours for two-hour and four-hour heating load
shifting time window.

4. Discussion225

Our main results are that interactions between only small numbers of buildings are needed to achieve226

significant peak-load reductions, that these are mostly independent of network topology and that they are227

robust over a wide range of other key parameters. These new insights are also interesting from the perspective228

of complexity and network science, as they reinforce findings in other application areas that the theoretically229

optimal size for coordination in networks can be surprisingly small, such as models of flocks of birds and firefly230

synchronisation. The greatest peak demand flattening occurs when the time shifting window is equal to six231

hours, the network degree (i.e., number of neighbours) is four buildings and the load redistribution limit α is232

between 10% and 25% of the neighbourhood’s peak load. When α = 1 or α = 0 no peak reduction is seen in233

the network. This is similar to game theoretic approaches—used to study the formation of networks—which234

conclude that, if agents can observe each other’s actions and outcomes over time and all agents have the235

same preferences and face the same form of uncertainty, then they develop similar payoffs over time [51].236

However, we find that even a poor choice of α, on average, results in a 31% reduction in peak demand.237

Hence, the range of possible reductions predicted by our approach (31% to 73%) are far greater than even238

the predicted range of reductions in the DSM literature of between 13% to 50%.239

Figure 5 illustrates the typical load profile of a network with just three neighbours with uncoordinated240

(i.e. occurring near-simultaneously) and coordinated loads, the latter for both highly optimised (best case)241

and non-optimised (worst case) parameters. The effect on ramp rates is also dramatic. That is, for the best242

case peak reduction scenario (i.e. α = 0.15 the maximum ramp rate (kW/half hour) of schema-coordinated243

load can be reduced by 65% of the maximum ramp rate of the original, uncoordinated, load. In contrast for244

the worst case scenario when α = 0.95, the maximum ramp rate of schema-coordinated load is 8% higher245

than the maximum ramp rate of the original uncoordinated load. Strikingly, our results demonstrate that246

network topology does not significantly influence peak flattening. This suggests that it is the simple presence247

of connections between dwellings that is important, rather than the manner of connection. However, there248

is a limit to the utility of the number of connections, or average degree of the network. Not only does249
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Figure 5. Daily typical total load profiles of a network with just three connected neighbours, comparing coordinated demand
(best and worst cases) against constant average and uncoordinated demand.

increasing the average degree not improve the effectiveness of the peak coordination strategy, but it also250

limits the effective range of α to a very small window. This is analogous to the social behaviour of animals251

where it has been observed that, due to homogeneous interaction, animal social contact networks are not252

scale-free (i.e., node degrees do not follow power-law degree distribution) [52]. A second notable similarity253

with models of biological systems—such as flocking birds—is that the optimal number of neighbours is small.254

For example, birds are known to interact with a small number (six to seven) of neighbours to form a flock255

([42], [39]).256

The impact of the window within which behaviours can be shifted is observed to be optimal at 6 hours257

(RMSE = 0.46), though substantial reductions in peak demand can also be observed at the other intervals,258

with the 12-hour window being the “worst”. In this case an RMSE of 0.65 is obtained, i.e., 19% worse than259

the 6-hour window, but still 54% better than with no coordination (RMSE = 1.42). It is noteworthy that260

the time window only specifies the range within which an energy consuming action can be deferred. In our261

modelling, agents randomly distribute loads within this window, which is consistent with the behaviour of262

an unmediated (i.e., automatic) controller. To what extent such behaviour can be expected from human-263

mediated action, were such mediation deemed useful, remains to be seen.264

Given that thermal loads, such as those from a heating or cooling system, tend to be large in absolute265

terms and the key driver of peak loads, it is pertinent to ask whether such loads can be deferred for 3266

to 12 hours. After all, the impulse to use heating and cooling is strongly dependent on external weather267

conditions, and there may be little flexibility in the timing of these loads. However, unlike some appliances,268

such as some washing machines whose individual cycles may be hard to interrupt once started, heating and269

cooling systems are fundamentally interruptible. Hence, it is possible, in principle, for a heating or cooling270

system to temporarily interrupt operation, with the possibility of restarting in the next 15 minute interval.271

This is entirely within the remit of the schema propose here since there is no decision memory – the system272

makes decisions independent of those made in previous intervals. Our tests of such loads using smaller273

shifting windows of only two or four hours demonstrate the striking possibility that even with the flexibility274

of just an hour before or after scheduled demand in the timing of these loads, it is possible to obtain a275

44% reduction in peak load demand. This widens to 61% in a ±2-hour window; both results being the276

maximum expected savings. These reductions are associated with a 29% and 31% reduction in ramp rates277

for the two-hour and four-hour cases, respectively (e.g., see Figure 6); and an average outage length of 38278

and 66 minutes respectively. The standard deviation for outage lengths for the four-hour case (42 minutes)279

is almost two times higher than for the two-hour case (23 minutes), indicating that households across the280
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sample experience much higher variability of outage lengths as the time window increases.281

(a) 1-hour heating load shifting time window. (b) 2-hour heating load shifting time window.

Figure 6. 24-hour load profiles of a random dwelling for 2-hour (a) and 4-hour (b) load shifting time windows. Each graph
shows: the peak load coordination schema achieving the most peak demand flattening, the peak load coordination schema
achieving the least peak demand flattening, the profiles when no peak coordination schema is applied and constant average
demand.

Naturally, the drift in indoor temperature caused by a cessation of the heating or cooling system is282

strongly dependent on the thermal characteristics of the building envelope itself. Highly inefficient envelopes283

will cause a rapid drift away from comfortable temperatures, resulting in high ramp rates on the network284

when the system is switched back on. Conversely, well insulated or thermally heavy constructions will285

result in smaller network ramps. A second factor that can significantly influence this performance is the286

definition of thermal comfort itself. It is obvious that a narrow definition of comfort, e.g. within a ±2K287

tolerance as defined in the international ISO 7730 standard [53], would result in more rapid excursions288

of indoor temperatures beyond comfortable levels, during periods of drift. The wider the definition, as for289

example suggested in recent research [54] or as adopted in countries such as India [55], would result in greater290

flexibility, and hence fewer network peaks. The influence of both these factors merits further investigation.291

In summary, we show that significant reductions in peak loads are achievable through building-to-building292

load coordination within large networks. The theoretically optimal number of coordinating entities is sur-293

prisingly small and analogous to complex natural systems, whilst being network agnostic. These benefits294

are conferred in the presence of a very small information load at the level of an individual dwelling, i.e.,295

the current load draw in the neighbourhood and the maximum “allowed”. This is in stark contrast to296

widely adopted DSM schemes that use optimisation techniques and are limited by their dependency on the297

availability of historical data and forecasts [56, 57]. In the future, such coordination will no doubt become298

essential to manage the huge shifts currently underway in both the supply and demand side of the global299

energy system, i.e., increasing use of intermittent renewable generation and electricity as the only fuel for300

cars, space heating and space cooling.301

5. Methods302

In this section we describe in detail the methodology used for the numerical results described in previous303

sections. First, the different network topologies that were investigated are detailed. Next, we consider304

possible modelling approaches to investigate the problem that can adequately represent our load sharing305

schema. Finally, we describe our model set-up and the peak coordination algorithm and underlying data306

assumptions.307
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5.1. Network topologies308

There are a wide range of network topologies described in the literature, of which partition and small-world309

topologies (defined in subsections 5.1.1 and 5.1.3) cover all the essential features of real world energy system310

networks, and hence are commonly used for modelling smart grid communication and control networks [58].311

These can be benchmarked against random networks that have no inherent clustering into groups. Hence,312

numerical experiments were run using these three network topologies, across a range of network parameters,313

in order to compare and assess how they influence the effectiveness of a given control strategy. We ran314

simulated networks with 100 nodes – i.e. 100 dwellings – as a conveniently large number sufficient to contain315

several groups of neighbours and broadly representative of real networks. For example, the median number316

of consumers per substation on low voltage electricity distribution systems is approximately 100 [38]. The317

two essential features of any network are its nodes and links (or edges). In the following description nodes318

refer to the dwellings and links/edges to the connections between them.319

5.1.1. Random Networks and the Configuration Model320

Random networks are most commonly generated using Erdős and Renyi’s (ER) random graph model321

[59]. This is a network with n nodes, where each node is linked to another (its neighbour) with probability322

0 ≤ q ≤ 1. This parameter controls both the density of the network as well as the degree of the nodes,323

defined as the (average) number of links per node. Figures 7a–7b illustrate how the value of the probability324

q can affect the structure of random networks.325

(a) n = 15, q = 0.2 (b) n = 15, q = 0.8

(c) n = 15, p = 0.4 (d) n = 15, c = 3, p1 = 0.9, p2 = 0.08

Figure 7. Different network topologies, showing (a) & (b) examples of random networks for different choice of link probabilities
q, (c) a partition network that has intra- and inter-group connection and (d) a Watts–Strogatz small world network with local
connections and long-range short-cuts.

However, ER networks lack certain important characteristics such as the ability to specify the precise326

degree for a given node [60], which is important to carefully control to ensure results are comparable. This327

aspect of random graph models can be improved by using the configuration model, in which the degrees of328

nodes are prescribed beforehand. [61–63].329
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5.1.2. Small world Networks330

Small world networks, generated by the model of Watts and Strogatz (WS), can be used to represent331

the characteristics of real-world networks with a small number of links connecting any pair of nodes [64]. A332

small world network of n nodes is generated by the following algorithm [64]:333

(i) generate a grid with n nodes such that the nodes can be arranged in a regular lattice or ring;334

(ii) connect each node in the ring to its k nearest neighbours (where k is an even number for symmetry);335

(iii) “rewire” each link in the regular network with probability p – i.e., disconnect it from one of its neigh-336

bours and connect it with another node that is chosen uniformly at random from the other nodes (often337

using pairwise swapping to preserve the degree of each node).338

Figure 7c illustrates a small world network of n = 15 nodes, where number of nearest neighbours k = 2 and339

probability of rewiring a link is p = 0.4. When the rewiring probability p = 0 the network remains a regular340

lattice with high local clustering [65] but as rewiring probability increases to p = 1 the small world network341

is the same as a random network [63] with no local structure. Hence WS networks can be used to represent342

a spectrum of network topologies between these two extremes, with a range of local connectivity.343

5.1.3. Partition Networks344

The connectivity of the networks into local groups can be further controlled using the partition network345

model, which separates nodes into different communities. Two nodes in the same community form a link346

with probability 0 < p1 ≤ 1 and nodes of different communities are connected with probability 0 ≤ p2 < 1,347

with p1 > p2 for distinct communities to exist. Figure 7d illustrates a typical partition network with a348

constant degree k = 4.349

5.2. Modelling approach350

There are two alternative design approaches available for modelling complex systems: top-down and351

bottom-up. The top-down approach starts with specifying system parameters and outcomes at the macro-352

scale and often assumes global knowledge of the system. These are then passed down the modelling chain353

to generate a system response. In the bottom-up approach, the system is designed by specifying the re-354

quirements and capabilities of individual components, with the global behaviour expected to emerge out of355

interactions between the components and their environment [66]. In a situation when the global state of the356

system is unknown, interactions between components are complex and there is a lack of data, the bottom-357

up approach is better suited. It is obvious that the simple schema we described in Section 2.1 requires a358

bottom-up approach, particularly as it involves no centralised control.359

Given that we are interested in the behaviour emergent through the interaction of agents (buildings or360

dwellings) within a system that are capable of taking actions in relation to their local environment (network361

neighbourhood), we use the well-known agent based modelling (ABM) bottom-up modelling framework. As362

it is probabilistic in nature, it can incorporate the high levels of uncertainty that are present in modelling363

social phenomena and allows the study of interactions between components and/or their emergent collective364

behaviour ([67]; [68], [69]). The main advantage of ABM over other modelling techniques (e.g., stochastic365

modelling or optimisation) is its ability to discover emergent properties.366

Indeed, since energy systems are considered complex dynamical networks with multiple components that367

interact, adapt and evolve [70], several studies have employed ABMs to study energy infrastructure and368

electricity markets [71–73], including several DSM strategies. Peak demand reductions envisaged by these369

DSM studies range between 9% and 17% [26, 74–78] though none, as discussed, consider peak coordination370

between neighbours.371

5.2.1. ABM Model for coordinating peak time electricity demand372

Here we describe the ABM employed to investigate the system-level emergent result of scheduling of373

various shiftable appliances in different networks of dwellings for the purpose of optimal peak coordination.374

The effect of three key aspects on peak reduction were investigated, based on §5.1 and §2.1: (i) the effect of375

network topology, including both the network structure type and the average number of neighbours; (ii) the376
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length of the time window within which a given agent is allowed to shift demand and (iii) the amount of377

load allowed to be shifted by any single agent, as proportion α of the peak neighbourhood load lmax. Hence,378

these are carefully controlled within our model.379

Each dwelling in the network is considered an agent with defined properties, as shown in Figure 8. The380

ABM simulation consists of the following steps. The model is calibrated using input data, with constraints381

and rules defined in the load coordination schema in §2.1. The system is then simulated for a period of382

one week1, updating usage through a decision cycle every 15 minutes – an interval often used for real-time383

physical modelling of electricity networks and analysing peak load behaviour [79–81]. The choice of these384

time-frames is unlikely to affect our results given that either being longer or shorter merely affects the total385

number of observations, but not the nature of the decisions, which is the central aspect of this model.386

Thus, after initialisation of the agents (Fig. 8(a)) and the network environment (Fig. 8(b)), the ABM387

runs in a cycle that can be described in three stages (Figure 8(c)): 1. agents observing their neighbourhoods;388

2. agents making decisions; and 3. agents updating their inner state and behaviour.The agents observe their389

neighbourhood’s overall usage over the last 15 minutes but do not influence each others decisions directly.390

A simple controller in each dwelling can then use this information to make decisions which affect the output391

of the model (Fig. 8(d)).

Figure 8. Agent Based Model (ABM) framework, showing Agent initialisation parameters (a), set up of the network of links
between agents (b), the demand shifting routine (c) and system-level output (d).

392

The ABM is stochastic in nature in order to model a variety of household typologies and different393

behaviour patterns, hence multiple runs allow the variability in the model to be captured [82]. Initial trials394

of 30, 50 and 150 runs of the ABM demonstrated that data variability plateaued at around 30 runs. Hence395

the model was run 30 times for each scenario and the outcomes of these ensemble runs were averaged.396

5.3. Model Set-Up397

The scenarios implemented in the ABM model were arranged into two groups to analyse the system398

parametrically, one with each node having a fixed number of directly linked neighbours (average node degree)399

but variable time windows for demand shifting and the other with a range of degrees but fixed time shifting400

window, as shown in Table 1.401

1This study does not consider seasonal variation of electricity demand hence, for simplicity, a single week is considered
throughout this work.
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Scenario
Group

Network
Topology

Average
degree

load
redistribution
limit interval

Time
window

Group 1 variable 4 (fixed) 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 3h, 6h, 12h
Group 2 variable 2, 4, 8, 10 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 3h (fixed)

Table 1. Scenario structure for two groups of ABM simulations. Group 1 consists of 4 × 1 × 21 × 3 = 252 scenarios, and
Group 2 consists of 4 × 4 × 21 × 1 = 336 scenarios. Network topologies varied between: partition, ring lattice (WS(p = 0)),
random using the small world scheme WS(p = 1)) and the configuration model with fixed node degree (see Table 3 for details).
The average degree is the number of directly connected neighbours in the network. α is the load redistribution limit (Sec. 5.4)
increased at intervals of 0.05 over the indicated range. Time window is the maximum interval of time that a load can be shifted
within, with the actual length of shift being randomly determined.

In preliminary runs, windows of 15 and 30 minutes were also tested but the outcomes did not show any402

significant reduction of peaks from that when no schema was applied.403

For thermally constrained loads, using the extended ABM model, the previously identified optimised404

parameters used are shown in Table 2.405

Network Topology load
redistribution
limit interval

Time window
(shiftable loads)

Time window
(heating loads)

CM(d = 4) (See Table 3) 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 6h 2h (1 + 1),
4h (2 + 2)

Table 2. Scenario group parameters for extended ABM simulations.

5.3.1. Network Initialisation406

The following network topologies were generated using Python library NetworkX [83] and Java library407

jGraphT [84]: partition networks with probability of links within communities p1 = 1 and probability of408

links between communities p2 = 0, representing disconnected neighbourhoods which are each internally fully409

connected; small world networks with a rewiring probability p = 0 – WS(p = 0), i.e., simple ring lattices410

with various degrees representing a system of connected neighbourhoods; small world networks with rewiring411

probability p = 1 – WS(p = 1), i.e., random networks with no community structure; configuration model412

networks with each node having pre-determined degree d = 2, d = 4 or d = 8 – CM(d = 2), CM(d = 2) and413

CM(d = 8), giving random networks with fixed (rather than distributed) degrees. See Table 3 for detailed414

statistics of the networks2.415

5.3.2. Model initialisation416

The ABM for peak coordination and reduction was implemented using the open source RePast Simphony417

agent based modelling environment in Java [85]. The system initialisation (Fig. 8a) includes:418

(i) internal properties (described below);419

(ii) network connections (Fig. 8b) – described in Section 5.1 and listed in Table 3;420

(iii) external factors – system parameters including total system size, threshold (τ) for action, time-window421

for shifting of appliances and each agent’s neighbourhood’s maximum demand level (see §5.4).422

Once the input data has been provided, the internal properties of the “dwelling” agents in the network423

are initialised. Each dwelling is assigned a set of loads representing appliances according to appliance424

ownership rates defined in [46]. For example, if the ownership rate for the appliance A is 80% then 80%425

of the dwellings will be selected randomly and the appliance A added to the list of appliances they own.426

2Note that in order to generate network topologies with comparable average degrees, without loss of generality, a few
Partition networks have 99 nodes.
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Network
Topology

Average
Degree

Edges Communities Clustering
Coefficient

Partition 1 50 50 0
Partition 2 99 33 1
WS(p = 0) 2 100 – 0
WS(p = 1) 2 100 – 0
CM(d = 2) 2 100 – 0
Partition 4 200 20 1
WS(p = 0) 4 200 – 0.5
WS(p = 1) 4.06 201 – 0.03
CM(d = 4) 4 200 – 0.02
Partition 8 396 11 1
WS(p = 0) 8 400 – 0.64
WS(p = 1) 8.06 400 – 0.06
CM(d = 8) 8 400 – 0.05
Partition 10 495 9 1
WS(p = 0) 10 500 – 0.66
WS(p = 1) 10 500 – 0.09
CM(d = 10) 10 500 – 0.08

Table 3. Networks statistics, showing different network generation models and parameters: defined degree d for the configu-
ration model (CM); rewiring probability p for the small world (WS) networks; and number of communities for the Partition
model. Also shown are some of the resulting measured topological features – average degree (number of links) and clustering
coefficient (degree of co-connectivity).

To guarantee variable and realistic appliance usage schedules, initial appliance time schedules are generated427

from a truncated normal distribution, based on type of occupancy discussed in detail in §5.4.3. Afterwards,428

initial consumption patterns for appliances are generated for each dwelling agent, based on occupancy types429

and statistics such as occupant activity/inactivity times. The last step of the initialisation is to define the430

network of interactions between dwellings, based on the types given in §5.3.1.431

5.4. Peak coordination algorithm432

After initialisation of the model parameters, initial load demands (§5.3.2 & Fig. 8a) and network topology433

(§5.1 & Fig.8b) the peak coordination algorithm is initiated, based on the actions set out in Section 2.1. The434

aim of the algorithm is to determine the action to be taken at the next time-step t, based on the previous435

state at the preceding 15-minute interval t− 1.436

For each time-step t, the model updates the properties and behaviour of every agent and obtains the437

sum of each agent’s neighbours’ electricity demand at time t − 1. The neighbourhood peak load, lmax is438

modelled by summing the peak loads that would occur within an agent’s closed neighbourhood (that of itself439

and its network neighbours) over an arbitrarily chosen one week time-scale without the peak coordination440

algorithm. This simulates the situation where a period from the previous system history would be used to441

estimate lmax. A threshold is then calculated by multiplying lmax by a scaling factor α. The parameter442

τ = α × lmax subsequently acts as a load redistribution limit and controls the total amount of load that443

can be shifted in each time-step. The case of α = 0 corresponds to no load-shifting and is therefore reverts444

to the baseline-case, whereas α = 1 allows agents the potential to simultaneously shift all load to the same445

time and hence cause a new peak where there was once a dip in demand. Next, the electricity consumption446

of each dwelling agent and its network neighbours at time t− 1 is compared with τ and one of two actions447

is taken, as follows. If electricity consumption in the closed neighbourhood is greater than or equal to τ ,448

the decision to decrease electricity demand at time step t will be made and a load that can be shifted will449

be identified from the appliance list. The load is then shifted to a demand pool, to be rescheduled within450

the defined shifting time window N . Otherwise, if the electricity consumption of the dwelling is below τ the451

decision to increase electricity demand at time step t will be made and an appliance-load within the demand452

pool will be identified. The electricity demand for the agent will then be updated for that time step. The453

simulation then outputs the computed electricity loads for each dwelling in 15 minute intervals over one454
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week. This process is then repeated for each 15-minute interval for the whole computed week. The total455

number of steps over one week is hence 672.456

5.4.1. Algorithm details457

The algorithm below illustrates the sequence of steps described above. Defining the set of all dwelling
agent nodes D = {d1, d2, ..., dn}, the undirected network of agents is denoted as a graph G(D,C), connecting
nodes D via links given by C = {(di, dj)} where 1 ≤ [i, j] ≤ n and i 6= j. The neighbourhood of agent di is
given as:

N(di) = {dj | (di, dj) ∈ C}.

Further, the closed neighbourhood of di is defined as the set containing both di and its neighbourhood N(di),
given by the union N [di] = di ∪N(di). The electricity consumption of an agent di at time step t is denoted
e(di, t), so the electricity consumption of agent di’s closed neighbourhood at time t is thus given by:

EN [di](t) =
∑

dj∈N [di]

e(dj , t).

Similarly, ê(di) denotes the sequence of all demands for every 15 minute interval in 1 ≤ t ≤ 672 for agent di
over the whole week, and the sequence of electricity consumption values for di’s closed neighbourhood is the
sum over this and denoted ÊN [di]. Hence the peak electricity consumption of agent di’s closed neighbourhood
is defined as:

PeakN [di] = max
1≤t≤672

ÊN [di].

The algorithm 5.1 shows workflow of the ABM in detail.458
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Algorithm 5.1: Peak coordination algorithm

Data: set of Dwellings D; network topology of connections; base load profiles; occupancy type;
list of appliances (A), their unshifted schedules, cycle length and mean electricity demand; α load
redistribution limit for peak electricity consumption in neighbourhoods of agents 0 < α ≤ 1
Result: electricity load (in kW) for individual dwellings in 15 minute intervals for a period of one

week
Initialize dwellings with input data;
for each di in D do

generate appliance consumption patterns.

for TimeStep = 1 : (24 ∗ 4 ∗ 7) do
for each di in D do

if EN [di](t− 1) ≥ α× PeakN [di] then
determine appliance(s) which can be delayed to trigger a
decrease in electricity demand at time t

if appliance(s) operation is time constrained then
delay the load if and only if the time constraint
is not violated.

else
determine appliance load(s) from the pool which can
be shifted to be brought into use now to increase
electricity demand at t to match the target α× PeakN [di].
if appliance(s) operation is time constrained then

shift the load if and only if the time constraint
is not violated.

for each Ak in A do
if ScheduleStart(Ak) == TimeStep then

Switch Ak on

if switch off time then
Switch Ak off

459

5.4.2. Base load Profiles460

Base loads (often referred to as static loads) represent uncontrollable energy demand. These loads cannot461

be influenced by control systems and have no inherent flexibility (e.g. lighting, computers). Each agent in462

the network was initialised with an individual base load electricity demand. The generation of profiles for463

networks of 100 buildings was done using the “Artificial Load Profile Generator for DSM” (ALPG) tool464

[46]. This open source tool generates realistic, high resolution load profiles through simulation of occupant465

behaviour, validated against measurements obtained in a field-test [46]. The base load profiles are illustrated466

in Figures 9a and 9b.467
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(a) Individual base load profiles on a typical day for
the network of 100 agents.

(b) Sum of base loads on a typical day for all agents
in a network size of 100.

(c) Base and total load for a single, randomly se-
lected, agent.

Figure 9. Example base load profiles over a single weekday for (a) 100 individual agents (b) total base load for all agents and
(c) base and total load for a single, randomly selected, agent. Note that the base load, while small, compared to total load is
in itself “peaky”.

5.4.3. Occupancy Types and Schedules468

There exist a wide variety of domestic occupancy types depending on the number of people in a household,469

their ages, employment status etc., [86]. For simplicity, we consider just two: “employed” and “unemployed”470

(in a 70:30 distribution ratio) as it provides the two extremes of “intermittent” and “permanent” occupancy,471

respectively. An advantage of this simplification is that it reflects the profiles used in the ALPG tool noted472

above. The main difference between the two occupancy types is that a dwelling with “employed” occupants473

will initially be scheduled to only use appliances in the mornings or in the evenings, whereas appliances are474

scheduled randomly throughout the day for “unemployed” occupants.475

5.4.4. Model Constraints476

Since the focus of this paper is to investigate the impact of the network topology and average number of477

neighbours on the peak coordination schema it was assumed that all shiftable appliances can be shifted by478

the peak coordination algorithm (see §5.1), so factors such as appliance priority or appliance run-time factor479

(the ratio of time for which a particular appliance was in the running state during the previous time slot)480

are not included in the current scheme. However, given that thermal loads are usually the single largest load481

type, and their demand is time-constrained, we investigate them separately, see below.482
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5.4.5. Thermal loads483

Loads from heating and cooling systems in buildings can be large. For example, a gas boiler or electric484

heat pump has a rated capacity about five times that of a typical large home appliance such as a dryer; and485

a domestic air-conditioning unit about twice as large as a typical appliance. Such loads are known to have486

a significant impact on network peaks [87]. This is due to both the size of the loads and their constrained487

timing. Unlike other loads which we have previously taken to be largely unconstrained, thermal loads usually488

operate in discrete intervals related to the need for the load – arising from a combination of weather and489

lifestyle. In the UK, for example, a pattern of heating once in the morning and once in the evening is490

common, with the typical length of each heating event varying between 2–3 hours [88]. For convenience and491

simplicity, we use the typical heating pattern in the UK as an embodiment typical of thermal loads and492

assume that (i) all the dwellings in the network will have a heating operation twice a day (ii) the length of493

each heating event is fixed and equal to 2.5 hours and (iii) the typical power rating for heating load is 12494

kW, a sufficiently large capacity for most common heating loads, including heat pumps [89, 90]. To ensure495

variability and simulate the well-known “demand diversity factor”, a heating schedule is generated for each496

dwelling in the network by randomly sampling within fixed intervals in morning (05:00–08:00) and in the497

evening (17:00–19:00).498

Figure 10 illustrates the base and total load for a single, randomly selected, dwelling in our simulation.499

Compared to the load produced by the simple ABM model presented in Section 5 with no heating system500

included (Fig. 9) the total load when a heating system is included is significantly higher, as expected.501

(a) Daily individual base load profile. (b) Total and base load profiles.

Figure 10. Example base and base + total load profiles for a single, randomly selected, dwelling on a typical weekday. The
large 3kW peaks are from the heating system, whereas the smaller peaks are from other appliances, per Figure 9c.
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